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About This Game

A pioneering tactical shooter and landmark comic book adaptation, Rogue Trooper is back, remastered and revitalised in true
high definition.

Experience acclaimed combat and explosive third person action in this BAFTA-nominated tale of betrayal and revenge at the
far reaches of the galaxy.

You are the last Genetic Infantryman (GI). Bred for war and betrayed by your superiors at the Quartz Zone massacre, you stalk
the battlefield as a one-man squad, carrying the sentient biochips of three fallen soldiers in your rifle, pack and helmet.

Your mission? Fight your way across the chemical-blasted wastes of Nu-Earth - a planet ravaged by an endless apocalyptic war
– in search of the Traitor General… and payback!

ROGUE, REMASTERED
A classic returns with HD graphics, remodelled assets, dynamic lighting, enhanced geometry, new special effects and more.

New features also include modern controls, extra difficulty settings and a revamped cover system.

ACCLAIMED CAMPAIGN
Fight through 13 expansive missions in a diverse campaign penned by famed writer Gordon Rennie. Battle the insidious Nort
regime across iconic locations from the Rogue Trooper comic including the Quartz Zone, Petrified Forest and Harpo’s Ferry.

CUTTING-EDGE COMBAT
Experience Rogue Trooper’s timeless blend of stealth-action gameplay, cover-based combat and epic set-pieces. Tackle
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objectives your way as you cut a swathe through Nort footsoldiers and vehicles with Lazookas, explosives, turrets and more.

ENHANCED ABILITIES
Your biochips aren’t just there for conversation, they are your tactical edge! Gunnar turns your rifle into a sentry gun and boosts

your accuracy under fire. Helm offers tactical advice and distracts enemies. Bagman can manufacture custom ammo, salvage
parts, upgrade weapons and even lay minefields!

ONLINE CO-OP
Test your mettle in online co-op for 2-4 players and relive the events leading up to the main campaign. Defend your position

against incoming waves of deadly Norts in ‘Strongold’, or fight your way to safety in ‘Progressive’ mode!
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Title: Rogue Trooper Redux
Genre: Action, Adventure
Developer:
TickTock Games
Publisher:
Rebellion
Release Date: 17 Oct, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: 64-bit Windows 7, 64-bit Windows 8.1 or 64-bit Windows 10

Processor: Intel CPU Core i3-2100 or AMD equivalent

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: AMD Radeon HD 7870 (2GB) or NVIDIA GeForce GTX 660 (2GB)

Storage: 20 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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Bought this game many years ago on DVD but never really got round to completing it.

This redux version seems to have a few more cut scenes from what I remember and improved graphics. Will definitely be
playing this to completion.

Best part is that it's working wonderfully on Linux using Proton 4.2-3.
Thanks Valve for Steam Play and Rebellion for bringing back some fond memories of an oldie I enjoyed.. This is going to be
the first game on Steam that I've ever refunded - it's exceptionally poor, as if they've only done the bare minimum to update it
from the 2006 original. Very disappointed with Rebellion - won't pre-purchase another game from them.. For having very fond
memories of the original, I bought this without hesitation.
Looks REALLY good, but then when I was supposed to start controlling Rogue.

The mousecontrols makes it unplayable. Crazy acceleration and huge difference in X and Y sensitivity.

Leaving this review until developer recognizes and responds to community feedback.. TL;DR: A 2017 remaster of a 2006 3rd
person shooter, some may see this as a bad thing, having older logic an all but everything holds up pretty well and the game is
rather fun. 8/10.

This game plays very similar to the Sniper Elite games, there is a lot of crouching, sniping, and laying bombs/traps. The big blue
guy has some nice skills like a sentry gun or hologram decoy. The story is also pretty good, its like a future American civil war,
with the Norts vs the Southers, but on Nu Earth, your first mission is a D-Day-esque invasion, i feel like anything more would
get into spoilers, it gets interesting. some epic set pieces and pretty decent voice acting as well. i had no issues with crashes or
controls so the game was good there. the movement is a bit sluggish (originally made in 2006) but is not a giant issue, i crouched
up to most encounters and didn't feel like i was too slow or hampered in any way.

Overall 8/10. This game is Sniper Elite in space, which is amazing!! i hope Rebellion makes a sequel to this using the modern
Sniper Elite engine. if you like 3rd person shooters, the older sniper elite (1 and v2) and/or a good story, get this. Especially
during a sale.. I actually REALLY recommend this game but only if you want to play this on console considering the other
version can be bought still and still runs well on PC
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The original game is ok but 20 quid for this lame effort is a gip..I WANT MY MONEY BACK. I had fun overall! This is a
rough around the edges game and the remastering only does so much in visual presentation, rather than some other things that
could use improvements. I would rather see an expansive sequel, but if you are looking for a game that will take you back to the
old days of G.I. Joe and really need that visual upgrade, this will be a blast to play, but I perfer you'd get this on a discount or on
console!

https://pondspress.wordpress.com/2018/01/01/rogue-trooper-redux-review-g-i-joe-meets-saving-private-ryan-with-a-dab-of-
smurf/. Well, it was good to be back...

This game, as a few others, had a big impact on my childhood mind and impressed me so much, that i still remember it after all
this years, and for me is the undead classic. I remember how i tried to procced in this game trying to kill only in stealth, trying to
get no damage or to complete the game using only pistol (and i made it).
And ofcourse the game designe, maps, and the music...especially the music, just so awesome. I think i never heard anything like
the soundtrack from this game. Pure epic.
To be honest, i was hoping for a bigger changes and extra content, but after completing the game i was satisfied for sure.
Actually, there is a stuff that done worse in redux then in original, but they are all small features, and do not taint the whole
game expirience. I bought this game to appreciate the game devs for a second breath they made for this game, not the best one,
but i think there was reasons, so thank you. So if you want to replay this game, make an appreciation for developers or just
rerun your childhood memories( like i did ), you should buy it.

P.S
FEAR THE GI, NORTS!. It's a strange contraption, like the devs didn't really make up their minds where to stop with the
modifications.
The characters and some items look almost like in modern games while others are not very diffferent than original.
There are also many bugs, some of them gamebreaking like impossibility to shoot or change weapon after a cutscene, Rogue
refusing to move or shoot without any reason.
Despite these, it's the same Rogue Trooper I know and like.. This should be a great game, Rogue Trooper is a perfect fit for a
single player shooter, there's a wealth of backstory from the comics what could go wrong...
The story's good, the graphics are what you'd expect and there are some great ideas in there like being able to use Gunnar as a
sentry gun, but the combat lets it down, Rogue seems to shoot from the hip so you're getting hit left right and centre and all your
bullets are hitting the low wall in front of you, you can't throw grenades from cover as they hit the obstacle you're using for
cover and explode next to you, so you have to break cover to throw a grenade, so you don't use them because you take too much
damage and the sniper scope is great except when you get shot at, even from long range your reticule goes all over the place so
as soon as you are spotted it's useless.
The other problem is you just meander through, there's no run or dash, you either walk or crouch.
Personally I would have prefered this as a first person shooter rather than 3rd and I think the combat issues wouldn't exist if it
was, but I gave up in frustration in Nu Paree, only glad I got it on offer and didn't pay full price.. quot;Rogue Trooper Redux"
isn't all that BAD a game. It's mostly OK, though it does have problems:

- There's no way to control the Voice volume. No matter how much I reduced the Music or Sound Effect volume, I never could
hear the actual voices (which is pretty bad since that's how you get your objectives).
- Movement is pretty clunky. You can either crouch walk or walk normally (i.e., it's slow). There is a jump function, but it really
isn't very useful.
- Weapon handling is definitely clunky. Reloading takes place when the game feels like it and takes quite a long time. Aiming
has an excess of wobble. Using a grenade is so awkward that you avoid using them. Some of the weapons seem to use the same
representation (so you can't tell what weapon you're actually using). The weapon-swap animations are so slow as to be
ridiculous.
- The story is pretty darn hokey and implausible.

The big problem is that the current list price of this mostly mediocre game is almost $25 and it takes only about 11 hours to
complete the campaign. I'm currently at 73% for getting all the Achievements (24 out of 33). But, the remaining ones are all
online or grinding Achievements (which the game isn't good enough to make me want to put in the effort to get). I bought the
game on sale at about $11 and I still don't feel it was worth it. As I write this, it's on sale for about $6. At that price, it might be
worth a try for you. But, otherwise, I'm not recommending it.. I am the ideal candidate to enjoy this game...reading 2000ad
since 1977 !! However the fact that Rebellion has launched this game with "full controller support" yet the controller support is
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not there makes this an unforgivable drokkin mess! Gruddammit a Juve high on Umpty candy could have made a better go of it
than this!. Even Otto Sump couldn't mess up this bad!! Im worried Rebellion isn't quite the "nerve centre" it was back in the
day. Seems to me the Simp's are running the show, someone needs to be cooling their heels in a nice comfy cube!!. Big fan of
2000AD and specifically Rogue Trooper, back in the day I owned 100's of comics and the full Rogue Trooper set released
through QC (quality comics).

Remember playing the original game many years ago, noticed this "Redux" version on sale during a recent Rebellion games
promotion. Started playing it today, really got into it, played several hours straight. Really enjoyed myself, graphics looked
much better than the original, found the combat very enjoyable especially the "assist" mode which brings the camera closer to
Rogue and gives a solid TPS feel. Good combat is very important in a combat game, and this game nails it.

Yes, its bit glitchy in places, but the controls worked well with keyboard/mouse, no complaints there. At the price I got it on
sale, it was a no brainer, and well worth playing for Rogue Trooper and 2000AD fans.

One thing I did notice, its not canon, I'm pretty sure Rogue took the biochips from Helm, Gunnar and Bagman during the Quartz
Massacre?. Love it. So dam good.

10/10. Only just started playing this. I have to say the graphics are better than I expected, considering this is an old game respun.
A lot of time and effort has gone into this. I'd say this is a very good retro RPG first person shooter. You can see this being
expanded upon in the future with more AAA treatment. It is only £20, pretty much what this cost over ten years ago. The game
has a very good feel to it and I'm hooked.

I'll be completing this one definitely.

Pros, graphics are nice and pleasant, atmospheric and reasonably paced. Try it at near 4k and at least 2.0 native graphics very
nice.
For an old game the redux is easy to play, using keyboard and mouse. Especially if you program your mouse and keyboard.
Cons, mouse control is jarring, definitely needs work. I had rely on my mouse to gain better control. Some of the scenary is
scaled low resolution, which detracts from some of the other excellant graphics.

I'd recommend it. Not as good as sniper elite from the same people, but that's a AAA game, this definitely has potential. I
especially like that 2000AD RPG is featuring heavily in this game. MORE PLEASE! perhaps MACH 1 or Strontium dog, or
better still an open world heavy rpg focused judge Dredd..... With 10-20 hour DLC campaigns at say £10 each. The possibilities
are endless

Back to the game this is a near solid import, controls need work but other than that buy it and enjoy.
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